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Registration by mail a success
By BOB WILKING
Newa Stall Writer

The new procedure for registration·
for this semester was a success, according to Mr. John F. Niehaus.
Niehaus, who serves as Vice President for Finance and Computer Services, said that feedback from the
new set-up has been positive, and
that no major problems from it have
arisen.
Prior to registration, students
were mailed a printout of their listed
courses for t-he semester, along with
other personal information. Also
listed was the minimum amount of
tuition required· for registration,
which was SO% of the total cost for
one semester. In the past, students
were not notified of the required
amount for registration, and
many often came with less than the
required payment.

1

Students also had "the option of
avoiding the ·registration line
by simply mailing in . their tuition
payment along with their data sheet.
This provided a break for students
who still had summer employment
StoH photo bW llob lcllrHCitr
Dr. Rollert 0. Zlmmermtin, Xavier'• new dun of the College of lualnna during that week, or those who simply had better things to do during
Aclmlnlltratlon wiU continue teaching economlca.
·
registration day.
According to Niehaus, the new
. procedure had a fourfold purpose.
First, it was to pr~>Vide students with
.advanced information pertaiuliig io ·
The new assistant dean added he · their courses, so that they could have
By .DON TASSONE
expects the proposed completion of some time . before registration to
Aaooclate Editor
Robert 0. Zimmerman, Ph.D., Xavier's new business administra- · decide whether to drop or add a
has been appointed dean of Xavier's tion building in 1981, which will accollege of business administratio-n, comodate students on uneffective September I, 1978.
dergraduate, graduate, and continuing education levels, to alleviate
Zimmerman will succeed J.
Kaney Hayes, Ph.D., who held the space and faculty size problems for
position since 1968, according to the college.
By PEG CONNELLY
Xavier President Rev. Robert MulManaging Editor
ligan, S.J.
Zimmerman also indicated a
Among the administrative
strong interest in recruiting a
changes at Xavier this semester was
Dr. Zimmerman has served as greater nu~ber of women for
the resignation of John Vigle as
director
of the MacDonald
associate professor of economics at business faculty in the near future.
Xavier since 1970, becoming chair- "In many respects, I would have
Memorial library. Dr. Roger A.
preferred to see Dr. Hayes still here
Fortin, professor of history and
man of that department in 1976.
Asked if he foresees any possible now, and myself still as professor of
assistant vice president for research
changes in the format of the business economics," remarked Zimmerman.
and academic planning at Xavier,
college, Zimmerman said efforts "But since I'm here I think I can serve
has been appointed as Interim Director.
may be under way this year "to ex- the office well," he remarked.
After recieving his B.A. from Ohio
pand the number of faculty members
Since Vigle's departure August 25
Wesleyan . College, Zimmerman
in all fields of the college."
to take a job as Library Director at
"Enrollment i"n busine.~s is up went on to obtain his M.A. and Ph.
Eckart College in Florida, Fortin
again this .. year, and class sizes are D. at the University of Buffalo. He is
has occupied the office of director.
perhaps getting too large," he said. married and has two children.
Fr. Francis C. Brennan, academic

/ Business dean appoinlf!d

course. Second, students could have
an advanced lopk to see that essential information about them that is
kept at Xavier was correct and up to
date. Thirdly, it provided the University with some needed funds ior
the remainder of the summer.
"August is a low month for cash
around here," Niehaus said, "and
this new way of mailing in the tuition
payment helps us ease our cash flow
situation." He stated that over 900
students took advantage of the new
mail-in registration program. In addition, the requirement of 50%. of the
semester tuition payment at
registration was intended to reduce
the amount of accounts receivable
and other uncollected sums of
money. Fourthly, the new procedure
was intended to help reduce registration activity or to enable students to
eliminate it altogether. Incoming
freshmen wererequired to attend on
their day of registration, according
to Niehaus, "in order to give them a
feel for what it's like to go through
registration at least one time. and to
assist them with the problems that
usually occur with freshmen." They
will be able to take. advantage of the
mail-in for next semester's registration.

would not be required. Once the idea
met the Senate's approval, it was
presented to the Board ofTrustees
who helped design the specifics of
the program. When it was made
know last year that the required tuition amount for this fall semester
registration would be raised to 50%,
many students complained, especially those who were working in order
to pay off their costs. But the administration saw it as a necessity in
order to avoid an even larger increase in the future. "The reason that
we need such an amount is that we
are trying to ward off a change to
100% prepayment, which would
really be demanding on the student,"
according to Niehaus. It was figured
that a boost to 50% prepayment
would be sufficient to ease 'the case
flow situation and reduce the
amount of uncollected debts.
Niehaus believed that a major factor for the new program's success
was due to the cooperation received
by the students and the departments
involved. He said that the committee
set up to develop the new procedure
will meet in the future for a review
and to see where possible changes
can be made. In the meantime, he is
eager to hear feedback from the
students as to how they liked or disliked the new system. "I am here to
address the needs of the students and
hear thrir feedback. I am willing to
talk to various student groups on
campus in order to make registration
better. for the student."

Niehaus said that the idea for a
new format for registration wasconcieved last fall. This idea was
brought before the Student Senate,
which gave its approval provided
that a 100% payment in advance

Fortin named interim director

·Renovations impro.ve dormitories
able to repair only five closet doors the case in regard to Husman's. room
doors, most of which had ·been
per day in Kuhlman and Husman
broken by fists. Both H ulefeld and
"Xavier is modernizing its dorms dorms.
Stadtmiller cited dorm students'
at last," according to Rick Hulefeld,
How much money and effort acDirector of Residence Life. Thomas tually went into modernizing t"he sloppy painting, patch marks on
Stadtmiller, Associate Vice Presi- dorms is a point of some debate •walls as a result of repairing holes
placed by stugents, and unpleasant
dent for Business Affairs, estimated between Stadtmiller and Hulefeld,
that some $75,000 to $80,000 from according to Stadtmiller. When ask- colors or graphics as reasons for the
painting of 140 dorm rooms.
the Special Projects · Budget was ed how much of the funds from
spent on dorm repa_irs and Special Projects were used for dorm
No charges were made to students
renovations this summer in whathe damage repairs as opposed to dorm
termed "an attempt to make· the-·-, renovations, Stadtmiller said that he for dorm and room damages this
dorm situation livable."
·\Voul~ quote a different amount than summer, according to Hulefeld,
Even though 80 percent of the H ulefeid .. l,ioth, however, refused to because he said he was more interested "in seeing that the rooms
· maintenance ·staff worked in quote an amount.
were restored back to their original
Brockman, Husman and· Kuhlman
Hulefeld cited the ·refinishing of · condition." Such, however, will not
d"orms this summer, "some things are
still not right," H uleteld said. ~rockman cabinets as a job that was be the case at the end of this year. acHulefeld cited the securing of dorm done..Jor the first time this summer cording·to John Brennan. Assistant
Director of Residence Life. "The
dt:sk legs "a routine summer since Bro,ckman was built 23 years
. maintenance job," as one job which ago and added that the $600 plus bill G,A.'s have taken a pretty accurate
the maintenance staff was unable to. in electrical fixtures for Brockman's
room inventory and from it, we will
hold students accountable for the
accomplish. According to Stadt- basement is due to the fact that parts
miller, the sixth floor lounge of are no longer.made.for the present
condition of their rooms at the end
of the year versus the· beginning of
Kuhlman Hall still needs to be fixtures. Stadtmiller estimated that
repainted .. Hulefeld said that it took 90 percent of the 43 room.~ which the year," Brennan said. "Xavier will
·not paint a roo·m which they did this
one carpenter two weeks just to were carpeted in H usmail .. and
. ·.r~a.lign all the cabinets in Brockman Kuhlman were due.to ·~fair weai-and
summer unless I billa student for it,"
···:and 'that" the maintenance staff was tear" an<i·.added. that:s.uch was not_ , · Hulefetd added.
.
By BARB BARRETT.
t:diwr·in-nitr

·-..

prised" if one member of the library
staff is not inCluded on the committee ..
Fortin says "there could be a permanent director if everything falls
into place. I'm more optimistic that
it will be February I."
In the letter to Brennan, .Fortin
and the staff reccommended that the
new director have at least five years
of administrative experience, a
masters degree in library science
from an American Library Association accredited school, some
budgetary and planning experience,
leadership qualities, intelligence,
and the ability to communicate with
people both within and without the
university ..
Although Fortin is only an Interim Director, he is faced with im-

vice president, and Fr. Robert W.
Mulligan appointed Fortin to serve
as director until a new director is
found. Fortin speculates that the
reasons were probably his administrative experience with
budgets, planning and committees.
Also, Fortin stated, it was also important that the Interim Director be
someone who was not interested in
the job permanently. It is expected,
Fortin conjectures, that "there will
be a couple of people in the library
now who will want to apply."
Fortin and the seven professional
librarians on the staff sent a text to
Fr. Brennan reccommending that
when . the search committee · to
choose the new director is formed, at
best, one member of the current
library staff be included.
Fortin says he will be "very sur-

Forlln to page 8

,_-summary of renovations-......
and repairs
140

Dormitory rooms painted; paint cost $4,000"
Brockman cabinets realigned and refinished•
250 Closet doors repaired
43 Rooms recarpeted
Basement corridor in Brockman recarpeted; total carpet~
ing cost amounted to $15,000
Furnishings for Kuhlman Sixth Floor Lounge and con. struction of enamel wall; cost estimated at $2500 to $3000
50 Dressers
150 Chairs
60 Dorm room doors at approximately $40 to $50.a piece ·.
Ceiling tile installed;· cost' estimated at $1000
Pllistering; cost esti~ated at $i.ooo. ·
Replacement of Brockman "Basement electrical fixtures
* Labor on paint and .varnish estimated at $10,000.
. Note: This lisJ is by no rilean~ comp·l~te: SeVera.! projects have
been exCluded
because
they:are
st.ill in the· planning
stages:
.
'.
.
·.: ....
.
.·
·.. .' ·
.,

•

. ..

. '

'·

........
'.

' .

Brennan appointed:. new. assistant
The judicial syste~ of discipline in
reprimanded for· their ·actions; He
feels that with a little common sense . the dormitories has also undergone .
A11aclele Editor
.
"Making the residence hall situa- and respect on the.part of stud.ents, some changes- this year. Instead of
three separate dorm j udic.ial'boards
tion a positive experience" was the discipline in the dorms will not be a
concise but wistful philosophy of · major problem. His job, then will be as in the past, there will be only one
board. This board will hear only
John Brennan, Xavier's new Assis- able to focus more on helping dorm
tant Director of Sutdent Residents. stude'nts accept responsibility for those write-ups which come under
student appeal, and then will only
, A graduate of Holy Cross College, their own actions. Consequently,
Brennan has enacted a stricter policy decide whether a student is guilty or
Brennan comes to Xavier from Siena
not of .his accused violation. No
College in Albany, New York, where on dorm damage this year. Any
he served as Residence Director and damage to ·walls or furniture in .a sanctions will be decided upon by the
board for students who have been
Assistant Director of Student Ac- student's room is her or his sole
tivities for the past three years.
responsibility. Any damage incurred written up. Hulefeld and Brennan
will deal directly with any student
Brennan's position at Xavier is the
first step to his eventual assumption
charged with an infraction of the
of duties as Director of Student
dorrn rules. This will provide uniforResidents, a position presently held
mity in -both. the rullings and· sancby Rick Hulefeld. Wheriaslcedabout
tions determined by Hulefeld and
Brennan.
·
his specific duties as assistant to
H ulefeld, Brenilan replied, "We both
~rennan vi.ews this year's housing
do everything." As assistant Direcstaff as excellent. He maintains that
tor of Student Residents, Brennan
administrative degrees and·· excalled his job "an educational way to
perience cannot adequately · deal
learn the system at Xavier". Brennan
with 900 students .. Therefore, the
will begin duties as Director of Stu-. ·during the year is billed.directlyto housing staff (Senior Residents and
dent Residents prior to the 1979- the student. Although this policy
Graduate Assistants) have been
seems a little on the harsh side, Bren1980 school year.
trained specially to best serve
Part of Brennan's job in the dorms
nan feels that it is imperative for a ·students wants.and needs. Brennan
is to act as enforcer of the rules. "It's student to be able to ·accept respon- .ascertains that if communication
the job I least like to do," he related. sibility. In this way, payment for
channels are open between students
He feels, however, a sensitivity to damage is not seen as a punishment
arid the housing staff, and between
students' needs. If a student's ri~hts for a violatio'n of s6me rule, but
the housing staff and administrators,
are being violated, Brennan feels it is rather an · acceptance of adult
dorm life should be a positive exhis duty to see that ·violators are responsibility.
perience.
By MICHELE TOCORZIC

BY JOHN ROSING

Student Government promises .that this year's student telephone
directory will be delivered by the third or fourth week of October. Any
student who wishes to have his or her name deleted from this year's
directory should drop a note at the Student Government Office in the
Un,versity Center by Thursday, September 21.
Also, this year Student Government is sponsoring a telephone directory cover design contest. A prize of $25.00 will be awarded to the person producing effective and original cover design. Accepting. the
challenge to judge what promises to be a keenly competitive field of entries are two very dedicated and competent faculty advisors: Father
John LaRocca and Mr. John Getz. All entries must be submitted to
the Student Government Office by Thursday, September 21.

••• •

MOVIES- MOVIES- MOVIES The Xavier Film Committee will
be once again providing the Xavier University student body with a full
schedule of fine quality second run films this school year. On the screen
tomorrow, Friday September 15, in the University Center Theatre will·
be Deliverance starring Burt Reynolds and Jon Voight. Show times
will be at i:30 p.m. and again in the evening at 8:00p.m.
Next week on Friday, September 22, A Night At The Opera will be
screened. Following that on Friday, September 29, Mel Brooks' zany
Blazing Saddles will rudely usher itselfinto the X.U. Theatre. Both
shows will be screened twice on their respective dates, once in the afternoon at 1:30 p.m. and again in the evening at 8:00p.m.

...

"' "'

FAMILY DAY, 1978 As' a result of our new semester calendar the
annual Family Day event has been moved to a new fall date. Saturday,
October 21, is the new day for family fun and festivities so now is the
time to begin encouraging your family and friends to attend. This
year's theme takes advantage of the autumn season as the Family Day
Committee present's Oktoberfest - Old German Style. More information m,ay be obtained in pamphlet form at the Information Desk in
the lobby of the University Center.

.

* ........

Any students who returned inquiry cards to the Xavier University
·Admissions Office volunteering to help with the Student Admissions
Assistants Program are asked to attend one of three short meetings
designed to orientate you to the program. They will be held in the
Hearth Room in the University Center on the following dates and times:
at 7:30p.m.
Sunday September 17
Monday September 18
at 2:00 p.m.
Tue_sday September 19
at 7:30p.m.
Please choose a time convenient to your schedule and.attend this important meeting. Refreshments will be served. If you know of anyone
who would like to be in the program but who failed to send in a card
please feel free to invite them. And if for any reason you cannot attend
one of the three meetings, please contact Progmm Coordinator John
Rosing at 745-3403.

......

The YWCA Woman's Art Center presents its fall program for 1978.
Classes and workshops on the visual and theatre arts foeusing on the
. U!lique nee~s a~d conWbutions of women include: Painting, Life
Drawing, Improvisation, Beginning Experiences for Women in Theatre, Puppetry and .Mime. Offerings in the Literary Arts are Diaries
and Dreams (your life as poetry and fiction), Writing Prose for the
Feminist Press, Writing for Children, Women's Literature and
Songwriting.
··
·
R_egistration is now open at the downtown YWCA (9th and Walnut
Sts., 241"7090 Ext. 33) for classes and workshops beginning
September 16.

•••••
Sign-ups for this year's intramural Fi~--Fcotbail program must be·-

tu_rned into the Sports Center by Friday, Seytember 21. Gather your
fnends together and compose a team to enter in this se·ason's fun.

••••••

Any poor and starving obscure journalist with as yet untapped:
talent who is interested in becoming a prodigy of Jack Anderson, WE
NEED YOU! The X.U. News is looking for any willing person- to
write, type, edit, photograph (or just plain read!) the News. There will
be a general staff meeting for anyone interested in working in any
capa~ity ~ith the N_ews Thursday, Sept. 21, 1978 at 2:00p.m. The'
meetmg Will be held m the news office (located behind the Information
Desk i~ the Univ. Center). If you can't make it to the meeting, but
would JUSt love to work.ori the News -leave your name and phone
number and what you'd like to do in the envelope on the newsroom
door, OR call the newsroom (745-3561) OR call Editor Barb Barrett
(745-3244) OR Managing Editor Peg Connelly (731-8297).

•••••

All the members of the Xavier University Community are cordially
invited to ask God's blessing on the new school year at ~he Mass of the
Holy Spirit. The Mass will take place in Bellarmine Chapel on Sunday,
Sept. 17, at 5:00p.m. Campus Ministry is sponsoring the event.

•• • • •

In a May II, 1978, editorial concerning the Last Tango in Paris
·issue, the News incorrectly printed that Hamilton County Prosecutor
Simon Leis had supplied the Cincinnati Enquirer with a copy of a letter
sent to him by Fr. Robert Mulligan, S.J. Leis did not, in fact, do so;
the News regrets the error.
·

•••••

lf you or your organization here on campus have any information
'they would like included in GRAFFITI please drop a note in the
Xavier News Office behind the Information Desk in the University
Center, or contact Bert J. Dahm at 745-3477.

NctWS

The Xavier News Is the oiiiCial student
newspaper of Xavier University. The articles
pictures _and format are _the responsibility of
the editors and do not represent the views of
the administration, faculty and student body
of Xavier unle81 speclllcelly stated. All

,..... ,

editorials reflect the opinion of the majority of
·the Editorial Board and do not necessarily
represent the opinion of the student body,
faculty or admlnlslration of Xavier University.
.. The News Is published weekly during the
school year except during vacation and
examination periods by Xavier University
Cincinnati, Ohio. 45207. Subscriptions ar~
$5.00 per year. The News, a non·prollt
· organization, Is Issued a lhlrd class bulk rate

Increase in·dormies create-havoc
By BARB BARRETT

Edllor·ln·Chltf
The beginning of a new school year
is usually hectic for everyone involved, but this year it was especially
so for the housing staff and some
dorm students.
. As a result of an increase. of approximately 82 dorm students, student check-ins frequently found the
housing staff short of linen .keys,
linen lockers, dorm keys and for
some thirteen senior women, space.
According to Rick Hulefeld,
Director of Residence Life, during
the past week, Abbott Linen Company transferred 72 linen lockers
from Daniels Hall at U .C. in order to
meet studeni demand. Husman Hall
.is expected to receive SO new lockers
from St. Thomas Moore College this
week.
·
In order to accomodate the influx
of dorm students, over one hundred
new dorm entmnce keys were made.
Also adding to the confusion is the
fact that, as of press-time, 21
students who have paid their $50.00

room deposit fee have failed to check Durand, Director ·of Admissions,
into the dorms and pick up their "Resident students can count on
keys. Rod Shearer, Vice-President having fewer and fewer single ro~ms
for. Student ·Development, said he . in the future." Durand maintains
felt that this might be caused in part that it was not untill972 that .a dorm
by the new pre-payment policy~ student could assur.ne a single room.
"Some of these students might "Right about that time Xavier exhave wanted to finish out their work . perienced a decrease in enrollment
week and since they had already and · as a result, the dorms W'e're .
registered, they might have decided relatively empty," Durand said.
not to come back to school until Space was given to Public Relations
Monday, September 11," Shearer in Husman and the Communication
speculated. .
·
Arts department installed its T.V.
equipment in Brockman so that
Hulefeid said that the biggest gain dorm rooms would not be wasted.
in dorm residents came from· female The University encouraged students
students. A lottery had to be held to occupy single rooms and charged
among the nineteen senior women ther.n an extra $100.00 per semeiter,
who had requested single rooms in · which helped the dorms· pay for
order to accomodate the surplus of themselves, according to Durand .
women residents,· according. to
For the next year, both Hulefeld ·
Hulefeld. Thirteen senior women and Durand anticipate the. enforcins
were forced to take . roommates.
of a summer deposit deadline
H uiefeld added that by· September beyond which a student will not be
IS, it presently looks as though the guaranteed resideney in the dorms .
housing staff will be able to grant the
H ulefeld said that had such a date .
senior women the singles they had
been enforced this year, many ofthe
requested.
inconveniences faced .. by dorm
However, according to Renee students could have been avoided.·

Housing staff undergoes workshop
By GLENN FELTZ

.A..oclete Editor .·
On Fraday, August. 25, 40
members of the. Housmg Staff
assembled at Xav1e~ for. a 7 day
wo~k.shop f?r the· f~rst t1me. ~he
trammg sess~on was directed ~y R1ck
~ulefel~, D1rector of Housmg and
h1s ~ss1stant, John Brennan. Also
he!pmg Hulefeld was the Rev.
.
Michael Perko, .s.J.
T~e pro~ram mcluded s~v~ral d1scuss1ons atmed at acquamtmg the
senior..residents with each other.
H ulefeld said he hoped to build a
feeling of camaderie among the staff.
Other activities were designed to
info~m the S.R.'s of their job,
Xav1er, and, to a lesser extent, Cincinnati. Various speakers, including
Rod Shearer and Peg Dillon, Vice
President and Assistant Vice President, of Student Development
respectively, were on hand to inform
the staff of Xavier's resources.
Also, many discussions and exercises were employed to help the staff
develop the skills necessary for their
job. These activities stressed skills in
li~tening, peer counseling, and planmng.
Hulefeld said that the program
was intended to "develop the people .
resource here." By building the
staffs confidence and making them .
permit no. 1275.
Letters submitted to· the News · lor
publication must carry signature and address
of writer. Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and limit
.frequent writers.
_
Main offices, first floor, University Center
Building. News-editorial telephone: · (513)
745-3561. Advertising lelephone: (513) 745·
4431.

feel confortable with their job, the
department hoped tp "build a
people-oriented system" at Xavier.
Hulefeld added. that some
mem?ers of the staff are. already
reapmg the benefits of the
workshop. He said that some of the
~- R.'~ have already handled
s1~uat10ns on their wings dealing
With room problems in a very
professional way.
He also added that communica-

tion among the staff members is excellent. Staff members are getting
along well and are communicating
more with Brennan and himself, according to Hulefeld.
Most of the Senior Residents
echoed H ulefeld's reflections on the
workshop. ·Many of the them felt
that the program was beneficial to
them and that they do feel more
comfortable with their job and each
other now.

X~vler University Film Schedule
DATE
SEPT.

TITLE
TIME
IS
DELIVERANCE
1:30.& 8:30p.m.
22
A NIGHT AT THE OPERA
1:30 & 8:30p.m.
29
BLAZING SADDLES
1:30 & 8:30p.m.
OCT. · 27
PSYCHO
1:30 & 8:30p.m.
NOV.
3
STRAIGHT TIME
_1:30 & 8:30p.m.
10
OLIVER
8:00 p.m. ONLY
17
THE WIZARD OF OZ
1:30 & 8:30p.m.
DEC.
15
THE.TURNING POINT
1:30 & 8:30p.m.
20
BUSTER & BILLIE
1:30 & 8:30p.m.
JAN.
19
DR. ZHIVAGO
1:30 & 8:30p.m.
26
ONE ON ONE
1:30 & 8:30p.m.
FEB.
2 THE WAY WE WERE
1:30 & 8:30p.m.
23
YOUNG FRANKENSTEIN
1:30 & 8:30p.m.
MAR.
2
IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT
8:00 p.m. ONLY
9 OH, GOD!
1:30 & 8:30p.m.
23 · KING OF HEARTS
I 30 & 8 30
30
LITTLE BIG MAN
:
: p.m.
APR.
6
JULIA
11:3300 && 88:3300 pp.mm ..
MAY
.
.
..
. 4 . THE. GOODBYE GIRL
1:30 & 8:30p.m.
9 · Title to be announced
.
1:30 & 8:30 p.m.
All showings ~re i.n t~e University Center Theatre and are at 1:30 and 8:00p.m.
unless otherw1se md1cated. !ickets - $. 75 at the door.
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Clncy boasts diverse night life·.
.

By TOM FELLENS

.

Ettore Skola's A Special Day is the sucvh as Cyote or Dusty, tmt its
current feature.
main appcallies in the fact that it is a
It may not be Manhattan,
After the tragic events at the haven for nationai artists whose
but when the · sun goes down, Beverly Hills Supper Club in the popularity docs not yet (or does no
Cincinnati definitely tries. In fact
Spring of 1977, Cincinnati was left longer) warrant the use of a large
one soon discovers that for a city thi~ without an outlet for presenting the hall. Boston played here immediatesize, Cincinnati's night life can be entertainment world's top acts. Oc- ly after the release of their first
· amazingly diverse. Through out the tober will sec a change in that situa- album; just two months later they
· course of the year, there will be tion with the reopening of The played to 18,000 at the Coliseum.
something. here to please everyone.· Palace Theatre on Sixth Street, The Eagles showed up last summer
The main rule to remember in regard downtown. The Palace, which until after their own Coliseum gig to
to entertainment in this city is that, recently sat ·vacant as the decaying cattch a Jerry Jeff Walker show,
on any one night, you can't always RKO lnternational70, was purchas- Current bookings include Savoy
Still ptloto liy Mike lterger
.Clnclnnltl provldH • gre•t aelectlon of •ctlvlty for the l•te-nlght p•rty-goer. get. what you want, but if you try, ed earlier this year by a Cleveland . Brown on Sept. 19, Gato Baubieri
you'll get what you need ... and that's group with a plan to restore the Sept. 25, Arlo Guthrie on Oct. 3 and
all that matters.
theatre to its original grandeur and 4, and Billy Cobham on Oct. 20.
to· reinstitute live shows. Acts
There are smaller clubs which
Professional live theatre in Cin· already booked include Bob feature strictly local entertainment.
cinnati, while limited in quantity, is Newhart· (Oct. 24-29) and Natalie The elite of these is Shipley's at 2l4
often of excellent quality .. The Cole (Nov. 14-19), while literally W. McMillan, and the best of the
Playhouse in the Park remains the hundreds of others, such as Lily bands that play there is Wheels, a
city's histrionic gem. The Playhouse Tomlin, Gilda Radner, and Steve four man country blues r9ck group
season begins Oct. 10 with a produc- Martin, are planned.
that appears most Friday and SaturFor those with dancing fever, day nights. There are reasons this
tion of Romeo and Juliet. Five other
offerings this year include Olherwife Tomorrow's, opening sometime in band has attracted the attention of
Engaged and soon to be ilnnounced November, will be the place to be.
both the Cincinnati press and music
world premier. Student ticket rates Not just another disco, Tomorrow's lovers in general, not the least of
are usually available.
· will be a million dollar affair with which is its phenomenally talented
The Taft Theatre hosts touring lighting and sound designed by the pedal steel and slide guitarist, Jeff
companies of Broa~way plays. The group that did New York's famous Seeman. His playing on "Statesboro
all·black musical The Wiz eases its Studio 54. Tomorrow's will be Blues" is likely the finest you'll hear
way into the Taft for one week begin- located in the downtown area at in the ·post Allman Bros. era. Isn't
that Duane's ghost at the bar, Pabst
By GREG BARKER .
time, you'll realize that the ning Oct. 9. There is also a good Fifth and Race Streets.
Prisoners of rock and roll will find in hand?
·Art• end Enterlllnment Editor
symphony is so very easy to enjoy. chance that the one man show Freud
(Wheels will soon be leaving on a
BERT OAHM
Yet. the mast important step. in starring George C. Scott, currently reprieve in everything form the com.
. N.W.IIIftWrlter
starting this new experience is to at- heading for New York, will make munal atmosphere of arena size road trip_as a backup band for Craig
Fuller and Eric.Kaz when they.tour
.Did you ever wonder why.some tend your first performance. And one of its try-out stops at the Taft shows to the intimacy of the small
clubs. The place to see the big acts is with Little Feat. If you plan tO· se.e
.people· are reluctant. to go to. the there is no betier place to go than to sometime in the Spring. ·
Riverfront Coliseum. Because of them, call Shipley's to ascertain exs~phony? Most· probably; th~ir
Cincinnati's own Music Hall which
fi~d ·first· run ii1e Coliseum's immense drawing actly how lo'ng. they will be. remain··he~i~ncy stems from the. simple, fact · is: the home·· of The .. Cincinnati. · , Movieg~rs·
''
th&t' they ~o~;t know ~hat to expect. Symphony Orehestra. I nits 84th an· films shown· in cinemas all around power (it is number two in the na· . ing in towll.) ·
Those long nights of rock and roll
. Remember the first time you went niversary season, the CSO has a town. However, those tired of the in- tion), few major touring bands fail
a football game? You didr:t't know schedule which· includes. music by sipid quality of Hollywood's current to play here. The fall line up,.wliich are bound to generate big appetites;
what the rules ..were: or :why there such greats as Beethoven, Chopin, offerings should take notice of three began Sunday with Brice Skyline Chili, a ritual for Cincinwere eleven phiyers· on a side. But Liszt, and Rachmaninoff. In addi· theatres which are truly special. The Springsteen's appearance, will bring natians,' is a must for out-of-towners.
after attending. two or· three·. games tioli~ the CSO will be Jed by such first is the 20th Century at 3023 the British classical rock group Yew Pizza maniacs looking for
·you bega11 to learn the rules and notable conductors · as Michael Madison Road .. The focus here is (this year with a revolving stage in something really unique should try
everything started to fall in place .. As Tilson-Thomas, Walter Susskind mainly on recent films (less than ten the round) on .Sept. 20, Barry Adriatico's at 2630 Jefferson. Their
your lmowledge increased, so did .(CSO Music Advisor), Uri Segal and years old), with occasional foreign Manilow (sold out) on Sept. 22, Sicillian pizza is the best I've tasted
David Stahrto mention only a few. films and classics. Offerings this Aerosmith on Oct. S, and Bob Dylan anywhere. In CaHoots on Vine
your enjoyment.
(near Bogart's) offers exceptional
Even more attractive are the student weekend include LasI Tango in on Oct. IS.
Music Hall on Central Parkway, burgers, · and the apple pie with
specials offered by the cso. A stu-· Paris, Five Easy Pieces, and
~ent may choose ariy one of the
Bergman's The Touch. Programs when not hosting the ·Cincinnati cheddar cheese is excellent. Sweet
~ight
concerts
series
at
a
fifty
percent
change
daily, and admission is $1.49 Symphony Orchestra, serves a!: an tooths will welcome La Flam bee, at
The same i~ true of the symphony..
2608 Vine, where Bananas ·Flambe
. At first Y.OU might miss some. of the . discount. Or, you may pick five con· per film. The second theatre is the acoustically superior theatre for conand Cherries Jubilee ar.e just two of
certs.
Current
bookings
include
for
.onlyfour
Alpha
at
4157
Hamilton,·
which
certs
of;your
choice
finer points. Don't worry that you .
. ,·
specializes in classics. Programs . Martin Mull on Oct. 4 and Richard the temp\J_qg ice cream CODCOcti'?nS.
. :won't know what to look Jor;.inore dollars per concert.
Your opportunity to listen to the ·change three tinies weekly; a·nd ad-: Pryor on Oct. 8 and 9.
importantly, you shouldn't even try.
The above is; of course, only a
For those. who prefer entertain_l'nst¢ad . of . concentrating on . CSO begins this Friday and Satur- mission is $2.50 for a double feature.
in
cabaret-type
surroundings,
ment
selective
survey. In a city as diverse
day.
Conducted
by
Michael
TilsonFinally,
the
Mt.
Adams
at
1136
specifics, open your mind and let it
in
its
entertainment
opportunities as . ·
Vine
in
the
University
Bogart's
on
Thomas
and
featuring
·guest
pianist
Belvedere
St.
(just
around
the
corner
·shift to general impressions; With
..· subsequent visits, . however, your . Gsarrick Ohlsson, the CSO per- from McCarthy's Pub restricts itself Village should be popular. On many Cincinnati, you are sure to discover
nights Bogart's features a local band many ex~itillg spots on your own. ..
. .'familiarity with what distinguishes a froms Brahms' Tragic Overlure, •t_o_s_!!owing ~~ recentforeign films.
fine performance will increase. You . Piano Conce,rlo No. 2 by Chopin
will hear what constitutes a well· and Beethoven's Symphony No. 7
An invitation to CollegeS tudents
balanced repertoire, and how one For more ticket information, you
conductor differs· from anot~er. Oln •should please·:call 621-1919.
.

Symph~ny ~ine

New• St•fl Writer

listening

:•lid

·will

to

·preview

and High School Seniors:

l=·ilm. Series .i·s popular·
considered the film surveys which
appeared in. the News last spring. He
On September 8, the Xavier said he talked ·to people ·around
Uniyersity Film Committee· opened campus, read reviews, and spent lots
its 1978-1979 season with The of time looking through catalogues,
.Reincarnalion of Pe.1er Proud. The always with the budget in mind. The
remainder of the schedule is not only. schedule was finalized in mid· one . of the longest, but. ·also,
August. . According· to Visnic, the
co~mittee members said they feel · Film Committee rents from three
that it is one of the most varied and . film companies. Two of these
ap~ealing ever presented at Xavier. ·companies give a package deal. The
This. year's schedule consists of .. average cost per film is about $240,
twerity-one· film dates. Film·· althoughtheactualcostsrangefrom
Committee Chairman Larry Visnic $97.50 to $500.
said, "This year we expected a bigger
The Film Committee itself has
budget. We also had a bigger expanded. This year, Molly Masset
demand, but I'm honestly not sure · has taken charge of publicity while
how we got all those dates." Of the Tom Welsh is in charge of business
21 films, 19 are Friday dates. The and the box office. Publicity plans to
··other two..:..._ December 20 and May hold several special events
9 ·- are Wednesdays during finals throughout the year. These include
week. Of the 'remaining 20films, all . free admission to anyone who
will be shown ·at 8:00 p.m., and all dresses in costume for the October
but two, will also be shown at I :30 27 showing of Psycho and two-forp.m. the same afternoon to the-price-of-one to the February 2
accommodate those who can't make showing of The Way We Were.
the evening. showing.
.
.. The price of admission is still
· Visnic notes that almost eve,Y . $. 75, but a subscription series is once
film genre is included in this year's again available at the box office
schedule. "We have almost every before any film. The subscription
genre but science-fiction aqd offers reduced ticket prices.
westerns, unless you consider
Ushers have also been organized
Blazing Saddles a western." The this year. Ushers for a film will be
schedule does include romance, allowed to see the film free and will
comedy, suspense, adventure, receiv'e a free pass to another
film of .
1
musicals, and, for nostalgia ·buffs, · his or her choice. Any oneinterested
Clark Gable and the Marx Brothers. in usherin·g or in subscriptions
In addition, all films will· be should contact Torn Welsh.
· preceded by a cartoon.
This week's film is Deliverance,
Accordhig to Visnic, choosing the starring Burt Reynolds and J()n
films took ·a good part of the Voight. It will be presented at 1:30
summer. Visnic said .. ,he carefully
p.m.
and 8:00 p.m. in the Theatre,.
"•,'
.

There is a Maryknoll
missioner in Cincinnati
·ready to ~alk to you
about your career. as
. .
a mtsstoner overseas.·

By MOLLY MASSET
Men 111ft Writer

'

. : Tlluradly,
lepllmMr 14, 1171 ·,,· ·
j'o•,l'

1(,.·,.

· · · · · · · ·

From his ex·perience in Maryknoll's Hong Kong
missions, Father Huvane is qualified to describe the
mission career. and to help you evaluate your prospects for success and happiness in it. Mail the
coupon to Father Huvane, or telephone him to arin the Cincinnati area.
range
a career . interview
.
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. Father Jamea "uvane
• . arykno Mlulonera
.
104 Elm Ave. Wyoming, Cll1clnnatl, Ohio 45215 • Phone (513) 761·5888
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Plea1e arrange an· Interview for me to. dlscuaa my career •• a Maryknoller.
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ImprOvements made
at O'Connor Ce.nter
By MARY JANE CIONNI
Newa Stall Wrfler

xavier's rugby team Is expected to open this Saturday, September 16. The game will be played at Miami University, at
·
··

1:00 p.m.

Xavier Rugg~rs to.open Saturday
By JOHN CHMEL
Newa Sporla Wrller

.

',

(

The Xavier rugby team will open
its fall season this Saturday with a
match against Miami of Ohio, a
team looking to avenge a tough loss
to the Muskies in a game played last
fall at Oxford. Starting time is I p.m.
in the XU stadium.
Again the Xavier line-up will
feature both power and experience
with all but four players from last
year's starting line-up r,eturning .
Back from last year's: 'A' team are
Jim "Bruno" Brunemann, Joe
Donlin, Jimmy Russo, Mike Brennan, Sean Madden, John "Griz"
Chmel, John Spencer, Tom
Hutchinson, Tom "Ollie" Schurr,
Pat McManamon and Jim "Stick';
Castrigano.
Tom Behm, Bill Holahan, and
Greg Mullins have also had experience on the 'A' team and will
help fill some vacancies in the pack.
Last spring the team compiled the
best percentage record of any Xavier
· inter-colle!liate team, finishing with

a 9-2 record. The finaf two victories
were big wins for the ruggers an they
defeated the Queen City Rugby Club
and the University of Cincinnati,
both thrilling games.

Russo, vice-captain. Coach this season is Brian Brimelow.
If you've never witnessed a rugby
game, this would be a fine chance to
see what the sport is all about and
why it is growing in popularity.
Xavier vs. Miami promises to be an
excellent match.
Anyone wishing to try out for the
team or having any questions, contact Joe Donlin or Jim Brunemann
at 861-2573, orJohn Chine! at 3753.

The O'Connor Sports Center is
better than ever this year. In a recent
interview, Activities Director Tony
Bruneman described some changes
. that have taken place.
First, there is good news for
racquetball players. As a result of a
change in the reservation policy,
there . will now be more . courts .
available to the undergraduate
student. The policy goes as follows:
reservations for courts One and Two
will begin at noon each day for the
faculty staff, graduate students, and
alumni and will continue until the
courts are filled.· At 2 p.m.
reservations for courts Three and ·
Four begin for undergraduate
students. No undergraduate student
reservations will be taken before 2
p.m. in order to give all students ·a
fair chance. Altogether there will be
26 court reservations available to the
undergraduate Monday through
Friday. The time reserved has also
changed from 60 to 45 minutes to
better accommodate)he large influx
of racquetball players.

The Xavier Rugby Club was formed in 1974 and has never experienced
a losing season. This year's club ofSome news for tennis buffs: free
ficers are Joe Donlin, president;
tennis leasons are now available on a
John Chmel, vice-president; Jim
first come first served basis from the.
court supervisor Ward Lewis. Any
Brunemann, captain; and Jim
--.....-.;.;,·:;,;;Xo;.;.•u•••-S•.'i i fa;.,l.,;;l.•,•U,;.,g_b...y......s•c.•h•e•d•u•liriieiriirriri.iriroriiii......,....,_~ r · i,nterested, . students; :~an contact
· ·Ward at 745-3227. As far as hours.
(all gemes on Saturday•)
go, the lights will be on until II each
Sept. 16
H Miami
1:00
night with ID's beingcheckedafter6
A Queen City
1:30
p.m.
Sept. 23
A Miami (0.) Tournament
Sept. 30
1:00
Indoor archery is now being
provided by the Center along with a
· A Miami Valley
1:00
Oct. 7
new golf archery net for golfers who
2:00.
A Wright State
Oct. 14
want to keep their swing in shape. It
Oct. 21
H B.all State
2:00
should be ready by October I.
Oct. 28
A Toledo
1:00
For the musclemen on campus
H Dayton
Nov. 4
1:00
there are some new Olympic: bars in
Nov. II
A Wolfhounds
1:00
the weight liftins area. If boxins is
more your style, contact Matt
Nov. 18
H Universit of Cincinnati
1:00
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In appreciation
of 11 years of X.U. busine~s
.
The Pub announces the return of Happy Hour
Every Friday from 3 till 7:oo:
As an additional special every Tuesday night
. Our Draft beer will be sold at 1967 prices

'

: f ~ '

.' 1

The Campus .Activities Office is
offering free publicity to clubs and
organizations, If your group needs
white sheets for posters, tempora
color, or brushes just rush down to
the Activities Office and get it for·
free. The offer remains open until
supplies run out.
Finally, a trip to Mammoth Cave
NationalPark is beins P.lanned for
the weekend of October 7, 8 and 9
(ihe 9th being a campus holiday). A
meeting is beins' held Friday,
September 22 for those wishing for
more information.

~

Cealive

,~,.

%ir cfa/on

\~~·

871-8559

Gloria Lay

/

L

Cut~

C'':;
James Harjo

Hatch Mt.Adams
621-3666

Women who want to trim down
but not build up bulk can learn how
to use the weights by contacting
Laurie Massa, assistant director of
the center ·and .body management
instructor.
The Center is again doing some
good things with neighborhood
groups such as the United Cerebral
Palsey .School and St. Rita's School
for the Deaf. Students wanting to
vohinteer their time and services
should get in touch with Mike
Kahanca.
The Center also sponsors the
Karate Club,· the Outdoor Club, the
cheerleaders, and the Clown·
Troupe. The Clown Troupe is a
group of students who get dressed
up like, you guessed it, clowns and
travel to hospitals and· rest homes
entertaining and · spreadins sood ·
cheer. All of these .ac:.tivities are
worthwhile and fun, and anyone
wanting more · information should
call the Activities Office at 74,·3208 ..

.,._.,.~,_~,_~,....._,.nG"•,.,.

~~

938

Venuti who is interested i.n starting
a boxing group. The Center wil.l
provide a heavy bag, gloves and
safety equipment to participants,
but aspiring Rockys are warned that
because of the safety fa'ctor, nothing
more· than light sparring will be
permitted.

·
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A~ENUE

3210 LINWOOD
MT. LOOKOUT SQUARE .

~~~~~~

-

Mt. Adams easily accessible via 1-71 or
traight down the Parkway and through Eden Par

a~~~1967·

FOR THAT ONE WOMAN, GIVE ONE
DAZZLING DIAMOND SOLITAIRE
She's the one woman you chose from all the rest.
Now you can give her one wonderful diamond.
We will help you select a glorious diamond
solitaire. To stand alone in all·its glory,
glow with clear brilliance and fire. $how the
· world she's the one woman in your world.
Marquise Diamond
·
1/4 ....•••.....•...•.••..•.•••....•• $250
1/2 .••........•.•.....•.•....•.•..... 499
I carat ..•......•.••.•...•.•.•..••••.. 799 .

•

Discount
To All
605 Alee StrHt
Xavier
Cincinnati, Ohio
Students
tel: 621-0704
. ·,,

.. ·. ';.

ZBf'P
do~er I

STUDENT
CHARGE
ACCOUNTS
INVITED·
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Sailors highly hopeful
By GREG WYCH
News Sports Writer

The 1978 Soccer Musketeers: (first row, I to r) Brian 'Robertson, Tom Mellon, Charlie Hellerlch, Tom Scholl (cocapta!n), John Capurro, Dave Weber, Joe Hawk, Nicky Callxte. (back row): head coach John Capurro, mgr. Mike
Thelsken, Gary Gallo, Tom Stevens (co-captain), Mark Stewart, Mac Garrigan, Tom Condon, Greg Ohe, Jim Vorwal_d,
Brad Renner, trainer Joe Mlddeler, ass't coach Ralph Dunnigan.
Photo courtesy ot Sports_ Information Olllce

Soccer players look optimistic
By JIM VORWALD
Newe S110rl1 Wrller

The 19,78 Musketeer soccer
campaign got underway Wednes~
day, Sept. 6, with a 5-0 victory over
previously unbeaten NAJA power
Grace College. The M uskies, a more
mature team than previous years,
showed poise and confidence in a
strong team effort.
-Striker Brian Robertson started
off the scoring on a cross from Tom
Stevens in the· early going. Shortly
afterward, a powerful drive by
Stevens culminated a string of
accurate passes to put the M uskies

up _by two. Sophomore . sweeper
mll'l'k. Just ten minutes later,.Nicky
back Mac Garrigan carried the ba.ll
~alixte took a pass from Tom
the length of t~e field and sent a Stevens and knotted the score at
rocket -into the lower right-hand
one. From that point the game
corner of the net for an unassisted
consisted of aggressive tackles and
goal. Robertson added two more
near' misses at both ends. Then,. with
goals, giving him the three-goal"hat only 2:38 remaining it he game,
. trick." Goalie Tom Schott recorded Cutler struck again as he slipped the
the second shutout of his two-year . ball by rushing Tom Schott to give
Denison the victory.
Xavier career.
In their second outing of the
Although disappointing, the
season, the Muskies' kickers were
defeated by Denison University in a game was exciting. The next home
hard-fought battle by a score of 2-1. game will be against Miami
Denison striker Carl Cutler put .the .University on Sept. 13, at 7:00p.m;
opposition irtto the lead at the 5: 17 ·in the stadium.

The Xavier Sailing Team
launches the 1978 fall season with its
first regatta Saturday, September
16, at Notrc Dame Univcrsity. Led
bv Commodore Tim Grell anrl
Coach Tom Grogan, the team faces a
12 week- 13 regatta ~chedule thts tall
featuring the first All-Women
Regatta (sponsored by MacDonald's Inc.), to be held at Ohio
Wesleyan University.
Commodore Grell is "highly
optimistic" for a good season this
fall. He cites many returning
skippers, including Johny Graham,
John Dugan, Jim Winkler, Joan
Suchocki, and Debbie Wright.
Grell spent the summer sailing J24 sailboats in Lake Erie. The team's ·
"A" skipper, Graham, sailed a 33
foot "Northern Michigan" sailboat,
while
sailed his one-man
Suchocki and
Sept.
Sept;
Sept.
Sept.

Int-ramural Program to. expand
'

....

By TOM PERRINO ..

Oct. I
Oct. 5
Oct. 10
Oct. 13
Oct. 18
Oct. 21
Oct. 25
Oct. 27
Nov. I
Nov. 4

Asbury
Ohio State
Evansville
U. of Missouri
(St. Louis)
Lindenwood
Dayton
Wilmington
Notre Dame
Wright State Univ.
Bellarmine
Ohio University
Univ. of Cincinnati
Earlham
U. of Illinois

3:00
2:00
4:00
3:00
3:00
7:00
3;00
8:00
7:00
2:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00

A
A
A
A

A
H
A
A
H

A
H
H
H
H

HASSAN MOTOA8, INC.
3813 MONTOOMI:AV ROAI:I
CINCINNATI, 'oHIO 45212
831-8800

10% OFF
on aU service and parts to
X.U .. students and faculty
with identification f~ards.
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players gradually move up the ladder : elude the fall golf tournament, and a :
uritil a champion emerges .. - ·
· backgammon .tournament. The ten" · 1
The intramural..program for the
Other sports that will occur later nis tournament will determine a
fall semester appears to be a good in the semester are.co-rec volleyball, . men's singles champ, a women's
one. Softball will open up the year a fall swim meet, one-on-one basket- singles champ, and mixed doubies
with sign-ups closing on Sept. 13, ball, and two-on-two co~rec basket- champions.
and play beginning on Sept. 18. Flag. ball. The one-on-one basketball will
Another new idea is the "Run for
footbaU will kick off its season on be divided into a six ft. and under
Your Life" program. This is an
Oct. 2. Both of these sports seem to . division and an open division for
honor system for joggers. Instrucbe wide open in the_ men's and men. Women will only have an open
tions can be picked up at the Sports
women's -divisions. There are no · division. The two-on-two- basketCenter after Sept. 10. Rosters and
clear-cut favorites at· this time.
ball, which is new this year, will have
further details can be obtained at the
Sign-up$ are also ·open for the rac- teams consisting of one man and one
Sports Center. Questions can be
quet!>all tourn!lment which will . woman. .
begin on Sepe H. The tournament
There will also be several tour- answered by Intramural Director,
Sheila Connolly at 745-3208.
will be a ladder tournament in which naments this semester. These will in. ~~ Sparta Writer i '

··'

16
23
27
30

Wright also skippered Flying junior
sailboats throughout the rummcr in
the Cincinnati area.
Grell said he believes all members
acquired invaluable experience and
added that Xavier's sailing team
should do better than "break even"
this fall, possibiy qualifying for the
Tim Angston Memorial Regattathe "Mythical" United States Sailing
Championship.
· Although the sailing club's first
meeting was this past Tuesday,
Commodore Grell welcomes any
new members to the team. Grell
stresses that neith.er special
equipment nor previous experience
is needed.

MANHATTAN HOUSE
Lounge and Game Room
4201 VIctory Pkwy. ·
(In the Parklane Apts.)

TUES. NIGH'T DISCOUNT
for

all Xavier Students with /.D.

ARMY ROTC.
LEARN WHAT
IT TAKES TO LEAD.
For details, contact:

Captain Jim Dregn.e
St. Barbara Hall
745-3646
·~

..

Try.

•

jumping off
a mountain.
Rappelling . ~ . desc;ending a precipice by
rope and the seat of your pants. It's the
fastest way down. Except for free fall.
Rappelling is one part of a challenging
academic and extracurricular program
offered by Army ROTC.
.
Army ROTC students learn to lead. To
manage people and handle equipment.
Then, as active Army or Reserve officers,
they take on more instant responsibility
than is available in most other jobs right
out of college.
If you're looking for the challenge of
leadership, in college and afterwards, look
int.o Arniy ROTC. Besides, we might let
you be the first to jump.

ll
Editors
·.BARBARA R. BARRETT
.
GLENN A. FELTZ
DONALD P. TASSONE
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MARGARET.J. CONNELLY.
ROBERT 'J; HELVATV
MICHELLE M. TOCORZIC
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Hulefeld bills all by not billing dorm ·students

·QDlrion

Dorm students have a lotto be tbankfulforthis year. Not only did
they return to Xavier and find that somewhere between $75,000 to
$80,000 in work and expenditures was invested· in the dorms this
summer, but none of them had a dorm damage fee tacked onto their.
·
account.
.
.
. ·
According to Thomas Stadtmiller, as the yearly Budget Review
session approaches i'ts end, the University sets aside remaining money. .
·in a fund called the Special Projects Budget. This year, the Special
Projects Budget was greeted with requests totaling $625,000. The
Budget conta.ined only $125,000. Consequently, certain projects;
such. as the installing of an
conditioning system in the Lodge Learning Library, were deferred iri favor of requests necessary to the .
operation of the University, such as the repairing oftwo boilers in
. Elet Hall
.
·
In addition to this.expenditure, the University, ·in an attempt"to ·
try to beef up its yearly effort at keeping the dorms in shape," ap-:
proved the- dorrn renovation and repair r~q~est submitted. by

air

. ·Rick Hulefeld, Director of Reside·nce Life.
.
The News, while seeing merit and necessity ,in Hulefeld's project,
finds his policy of refUsipg to bill dorm students not only foolish, but
also wasteful pf University fupds. It is foolish because neglecting to
bill s.tudents for dorm. damage fails. to reinforce his present goal of
orienting studen~s toward dorm damage accountability. It is wasteful
because funds. allocated from the Special Projects Bu(,fgefto·cover
. dorm damage costS should be covering other costs. This is not.to say
that individual dorm· students should be held accountable for'what .
Stadtmiller c;tlled "fair \Year and iear." This is .to say that
effort '
should be made t9 track down and. appropriately· charge students
who place. their fists through ,dorm doors. ..
. · ··
. ·
·
By not billing individual students ·and by dipping into the Special·
Projects Budget to cover dorm damage repair costs, Hulefeld is, in
the opinion of the News, billing the entire Xavier community.
.
.
.
-B.R;B.
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NOTE TQ l~TEaE~TED
la~ge and. small activities. T~rough
C) talk about the clones' .life-style
HUMANOIDS: If you ar:e in~.
these activities ~e hope to make.the being incestuous; . . . . . . .
year • more erljoyaple .(or·. X; U.
··p) ·warnings that· toO.:inuch teres ted· in our takeover ·ofthe world
students and in particular· the cloning-a~ound'
beget ~ad (for w~ich you will receive "sPecial
seniors. We hope tobuild. the class . reputations;
. . . ·.
.
considerations" in the end) you may .
furid Cto ..an amount. significant • · El.· and la~tly,.but not leastly, ~he . write. too. But.don't try to lie.-: we
Tp the Editor:
.
, August 29 started off another enough .to reduce the pi-i~. of.the ·"utter rudeness oftoday's populat(or 'clones are much too smartJorttult.
P.S..THIS IS NOT' A iOKE. I(
• . successful ~anresa pro8i'.ani for US.· senior prom to a level more affor- ·.is it. notorious?) .comedians who ·
· fres~~en ·a'!d 50 uppefC;l~IJsmen. ·· dable to collegntudents.
. · , ·~~em tp,. ~ bopping ~n ~~'1 "Ethnic . YOU HAVE NOT Er-J~JST~D 'BY
.. .
. ..· • . . . .
.. · · ·Jokes o(tJ!e'Eigfities" bandwagon by THE 'TIME nie. :INVASION
This progra~ is .poss!ble .a.t•e to the.. . . .
STARTS, YOU WILLBEONTHE
financial and moral s~pp~rt·provid- • •. . To do t~is 'though, Denise and I ·inventing. Clonejokes~ They all must
'LIST ...
. ed by Campus Ministry.
·feel ~hat we need·a group'ofseriiors · thi~k they are:t:eai cute, but; if the ANNIHILATION.:
·
to work wit It u~ in the organizing and · truth be known; we CLONES in- THERE. WILL .BE NO EXCEPEach year's · Manresa · is ..unique executing of activities.. Therefore, we· ~eJ:tted theclone,joke over SOO:years · · TIONS; . .
Bill Hathc~k
because of the f)eopie thaf plan it -have decided to make an attempt at· ago - only· we always referred to
throughtn~t the summ~r. Without. .forming a Senior Class. Committee; · .them as "human jokes.'.' .. ·
Communication. Officer
·
their help and .ideas, Manresa coul~ • We hope to find s.ome seniors that we
Clone Invastion Forces
never be; Tammy Brinkmann, Pete can meet with regularly and discuss
SOLUTION: The time has come
(408) 42~7141 .
Henkel, Sue Murray; Karen ideas for our class, while also count- · for all reasonable talk to end, and for
Riesle~berg, Larry Visni¢, and my
ing. on thenr to help us
out action to begin. We have 'banded
sister, Kathy, spenf. many hours ·these ideas.· A meeting will be . together to f~mn· a clan of· radical
·workingwithme;theirtimeandhelp scheduled early next week for all· clones(whichhaibeengiventhe~ub·is greatly.. appreeiated. There are those seniors who think they have a.··. tJe name of "THE CLONE' I NV Aother people that could' be men- littJe bit of time and energy to·con- SION FORCES") who: .. are
·: .·,.;,._ .
.. . tioned here ;_,the faculty, staff, and ·tribute· to the cla.ss. If you ·are in- dedicated to erasing the humanoids To the Editor:
.; ....
. others ass.ociated with the university tetested, .. watch for signs around · from the· face of the earth.
I hope you· will take an.int~rest in .
. .:_that deserve recogni.tionfor their. . campus ·as· to the ex.act time arid
printing . this letter in your .newsparticipation in Maf\resa. 'It was 'place of the initi~lmeeting.
ONE MINOR PROBLEM· . paper· or somehow find a way to br·great. to have· so much cooperation
Someone .on our staff (~e can't :ieti ing it to .the attention of others. I ex·
from others at Xavier.·
· .We hope that· everyone wlio· who as we all look alike) accidentally - tend my sincere gratitude for: your
.·
.
.
·
attended · the dance· ·enjoyed erased 1811 minutes·ofourcomputer . efforts.
The. biggest thanks of all goes to t~emselves. Al;~o, we are looking tape containing the addresses of our
the great group of freshmen who forward to doing more things that clones, so we ean't contaCt all of you
. I am a very lonely inmate, con..
attended Manresa.. Without you, the will benefit the class of '79. Thanks . to send you our battle plans. ·
fined .in a penal institution, with
program couldn't be. successful; you again to all who helped. ·
· · ·
So, · we .are requesting '.that all limited outside communication. I'm
· are the ones who make Manresa.
John Chmel. c:lones ·send .. a self-addressed, · also a college student and very inucih
· .The real success of Manresa is best
Senior Class President stamPc:4 envelope to:
in need of friendship and cor-.
· shown. by keeping the friendships
. respondence.· If anyone desires to
made and v.olunteering this spring to
write, I will gladly respond to all
Clone Invasion For~es
help.with Manresa '79.
letters.
·
. Enlistment Center
· Thank you everyone,
Thank You!
P.O. Box 2469
Mary Jo Falso
Robert Cameron.Santa Cruz, CA
95063
133-058
P.O. Box 69
London, Ohio 43140
Please don't send any photos of
To the Editor:
I am writing as a result of the re- yourself, as we already know what
cent, nationwide publicity given to you look like. And, don't send any Note: Letters will not be. assured of
exploding letters either; clones have delivery unless my serial number
cloning~ I wish to point out, to the igTo the Editor:
norant among you, that clones are. .x-ray .vision, and we don't take light- (133.0.58) is included with the address.
La~t Saturday night the first event NOT A PRODUCT OF THE ly to practical jokes.
sponsored by the Senior Class· was SPACE-AGE, AS SOME OF YOU
held in the Xavier Cafeteria as "Dus- HUMANS WOULD PREFER TO
ty" played before a packed house of BELIEVE. Indeed, we clones have
predomiriatly X.U. and Mt. St. been around for thousands of years.
Joseph students. I am happy to .In order to avoid unnecessary flak
report that the dance was a big from the "religious community," I
success. and that we now have over won't comment on just WHO the
$400 in our Senior Class account. world's first clone actually was.
.
The exact amount was not known at
I do, however, wish to take this
Elizabeth L. Bronsil has been programs in Rochester, New York
the time this letter was written, but opportunity to announce that I, Bill · named ·director of the Xavier Uni~ ·and lexington, Kentucky. ·
the event grossed nearly $1 ,300 and Hathcock, am a clone. I'm not the versity Montessori program, effec- ·~ She is a member of the American
the total bills came to approximately· only one either; in fact, some of my
tive August I. The announcement Montessori Society, Teacher Sec$870.
best friends are clones, and we are was made by Rev. Joseph L. tion; she is a school consultant with
fed up to our test tubes with the Angileila 1 S.J., deari of the College. the American Montessori Society, a
of Arts and Sciences at Xavie'r Uni- member of the board of directors of
Denise and I would like to thank current talk about cloning~
versity.
the Children's Community in Mt.
Mr. Stadtmiller and Mr. Ranieri for
. Adams (Cincinnati); and a member ·
POINT IN QUESTION: 1 (and·
the use of the cafeteria, and Marty
my entire family of me's) sit down
Bronsil has been co-director ofth~ · ·of the board of the Cincinnati
· Brennan for taking care of the beer
after an impossible day's work (on Montessori program at Cincinnati Montessori Society.
all night~ Yet, the night would not
She and her husband have two
have been a success had it not been an assembly line, of course) in an· Country . Day School since
for all the seniors that helped set up attempt to squeeze out some simple September 1970. She ·shared the . children, each of whom were kept
entertainment from the different responsibility of the program witlt wit!l them in the Montessori
for the dance, dispense the beer, and
clean up the big mess that results . media available to us, and, in doing her husband, Kenneth. ·Prior to her classroom from the time the babies
from any large gathering. We greatly so, deliver myselves from the h~m-. work at Country Day School, she werctwoweeksold.Notonlyisitunappreciate the contribution of those
drum molds of every day life,and'we .was. the academic coordinator, co- usual for husband and wife to teach
are literally bombarded by such · director and instructor at the ·together in the same classroom, but
people t~ th~ class of '79.
AE R CO /Ithaca Montessori it's unusual for parents to have informs of outright abuse as:
The dance was only the first of
A) almost daily news stories Teacher Trahiing Program in ltha-. fant children with them in the
many events that will be sponsored
blatantly insinuating that test-tube ca, New York. She has also been ac- classroom as a matter of regular
by the senior class. We plan to take
babies are far superior to clones;
· tiye in the summer migrant program practice. Mr. and Mrs. Bronsil and
advantage of as many operi calendar
B) remarks that cloning is best in New York State, the Montessori 'their children live·at 1374 Meadowdates as possible in planning both
left' to the plants;
: · program, and .·the . Head Start .. bright Lane, Cincinnati, Ohio4S230.
·.

Falso thanks
· Manresa staff

will

carry

Letters

1·nmate ·solicits .. · .· ·
·correspondence·

Clones protest
Humanoid action··

Seniors ·needed
. for• committee

Bronsil picked to head
M·ontessori Prog-ram
'
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--New Riders of· the Yellow Page----· by HOWARD HENDRIX
Glancing at the yellow XU film
schedule card, I was genuinely impressed by the number of popular
and/ or recent films mentioned. The
XU Film Committee has a schedule
of which it can be proud, one which
contains none of those grade-Z Bon-

zo Goes, to College/ Pinnochio in
Outer Space double features that
headed .the. ·bill when I was a
freshman. The titles are· all weli
known:· Psycho, . Deliverance, The
Goodbye Girl, etc. All, that is, excepting the last, which reads: Title

To lie Announced.

·

This scares me more than Psycho
· ever could, because .a former title to
be announced led to The Great Lost
'Tango Debacle. For those of you
who haven't heard of this monstrous
eve.n·t (mainly out-of-town
Freshmen, those vacationing in Outer Mongolia at the time, and other
similar ambulant vegetation), a brief
recapping is in order.
The Tango Debacle occurred in
the ·'spring semester of '78 when
·Larry . Visnic and the Film Committee attempted to show Last
Tango in Paris on the Xavier'campus. This film is considered to beartistically valuable and was
nominated for an Academy award,
but; alas, it is rated 'X' by the motion
picture industry. Simon Leis, Chief
Hamilton Cotirity Prosecutor and
self-appointed Defeit~er of Decency
(famed for his prosecutions of Larry
Flynt and Hustler) got wind of Tango at Xavier a·nd allegedly leaked
to the press that he would have no
' qualms about raiding the University
.and coitfiscating the iUicit materials
if the film was shown. There was also
some talk of invoking an Ohio law
(which prohibi~ alcohol sales in in·
stitutions where·· dirty movies - or
topless wait~sses abound) to revoke
Xavier's beer-vending license. ·Fr.
Mulligan, hereabouts known as El
Presidentc~ wrote a somewhat in" censed epistle (which the press eagerly devoured) deploring Si Leii' antics
·and effectively telling Si to keep his
public nose out of our private parts.·
Conservative Fr. So-and-so of St.
Xavier parish said Mulligan-had no
right to abjure against Simon's performance of his duty, Tan1o was dirty anyway, etc etc Jesuits are radicals

etc work of God etc etc ....
In the end, Fr. Francis Brennan
nixed the showing of Tango (after
several faculty members had come
out in favor of the film) and the issue
was no more, save for students who,
irate at the University's backdown,
painted the double arches in front of
Alter Hall yellow in order to symbolize the Administration's cowardice .. Many Muskies, never much on
symbolic gestures, merely assumed
the Administration had finally given
into the widespread opinion that
Alter. Hall should really be called
MacDonald's Hall (25,000 taught)
· and the Library Alter Library (the
fountain in front being much like an ·
altai', I suppose). The entire incident
was a masterfully bad piece of public
· relations on the part of the University.
.
· · My fear_ is that the Title-To-Be·Announced film may stir up the
same brouhaha (no, dear readers,
'brouhaha' is not a type of light beer)
this coming year that Tango aroused
last Spring.
As a writer, I must be unbiased,
fair, and equitable to all parties who
would be concerned in such a con. troversy. For example, I could not
come right out and say that Simon
Leis is arrogant, narrow-minded,
and more interested in the public
spotlight than the spirit of the
public's laws; this might not even be
true. I mustalsorealizethat Fr. Mulligan is not God, even if He is a
Jesuit. He is not infallible; he could
·conceivably have been wrong about
the University and Tango.
To defuse this issue ofsome of its
emotional charge, I have decided to
stage it in the historical past (The
Golden Age of the American West)
as a cavalry and Indians "mellow
drama," a complete, absolute and
· leJ1llly non-libelous fiction, 'Which I
_call:·
·

Enter GENERALLEIS(inElmer
Dunaway's cowboy hat ·and boots,
six guns bulging from hip holsters)
on a stumbling white horse,followed
by his TROOPS, ridingside-saddle,
and the PRESS (all of whom are
dressed in yellow leisure suits,
writing away with yellow pens on
yellow note· pads and questioning
constantly_ in ridiculous rhetorical
voices.)
Chief (to Leis): Many Greetings,
General. That is an impressive ·horse
you have there.
·
Leis;· Like her? I call her 'Justice'.

landscape with buffalo. chips. So
Great God Manitou did send you
white men (in his wisdom) with the
ultimate anti-pollution device (you
call them bullets) which you installed
in the skulls of the buffalo with such
amazing alacrity that the buffalo
roam no more.
Leis: Amen to that! Now, ChiefChief· You brought the ~ttle
yellow men with you. ·
Leis: I didn't bring 'em, Chief; I'd
be the last person to want those bad
feelin's of last spring to be stirred up
again, but in readin' the schedule of

seems hardly a St()ry of proper
woman-values. I suggest you don't
show 'em.
Chief· My people and I have heard
enough of your "suggestions." We of
the tribe shall decide.
Leis: This "Title- To-BeAnnounced," what red-skin
treachery is that? Probably trash like
Deep Arrows, or Beyond the Adobe
Wall, eh, Chiel'l
Chief· (rising to leave) We have
heard enou·gh. This time there will be
no retreat. Don't try to revoke our
fire water vending license. We are
wise to your white man's ways and
will not fall prey to them.

(The parley is breaking up when
sudden(v a wild-eyed young brave .
springs into the midst.)
Brave: Wait, 0 Great Ones! You
yet must smoke of the peace pipe,
which I have prepared from my own
special blend of herbs and spices especially for you.
.

Chief· Why does your 'Justice' Tribal Entertainment here on the·
limp? I noticed she._ ..
Reservation. I. found some
Leis: Because I ride her rough- questionable diversions once again.
shod. She can take it.
Chief: I shall speak to the enterChief: I noticed she also stumbles tainment council corii:erning your
a great deal. Why do you like to keep complaints, but· I warn you that this
'Justice' blind-folded?
is an internal matter for the decision
·
Leis: She's _easier to handle that of the tribe alone.
Leis: Now some of these titles ...
way, isn't quite so frisky. This small
talk is fine, Chief Big-Guy-In-Sky,
1he Reincarnation of Peter Proud,
but let's cut through the pile of buf- well, t_hat's mighty darn' suggestive,
falo chips, get right down to the nitty don't ya think? And this here Blazing
Saddles·
bolts, so to speak.
The New Riders of the Yellow Page
Chief: Strange that you should
Chief.·· They were~ all cleared by
SCENE: . A broad. desolately
mention buffalo chips. Indian Chief of Tribal Culture and Poetry,
windswept plain near tht ironically . children once played a game which Earn-Ye-Montana Warrior, as being
named of . Utopia. Ohio. several involved throwing buffalo chips like cUlturally impof1aitt .·and having .
a frisbee. ·
·
socially redeeming values.
miles east ofCincinnati. On the plain
Leis: Well I say you better not
Leis: You don't say? What did
is encamped CHIEF BIG-GUY-INshow 'em, e_yen if they are funny.
. THE-SKY-MULLIGAN and· his
they call it?
. .•
Chief: Throwing Buffalo Chips Buster and· Billie, One on One, It
people. who all patiently await the
arrival of ·Fedt!ral Army General Just Like a Frisbee. But the buffalo lfappened One Night, all suggestive
is here no more. It had a faUlty pollu- titles to me, Chief. Oh, God! sounds
Simon "Smut Outta. Town By Sun·
tion control valve and did litter the ·sacrilegious and The Goodbye Girl
down" Leis, for a peace parky.

The two leaders agree to s1iwke
the pipe. The CHIEF smokes the
pipe, then the GENERAL. The
BRAVES smoke it, then the
TROOPS and finally the YELLOW
PRESS. The young BRAVE must
refill the pipe many times. Soon
every one is speaking, gesturing or
sleeping, by turns. The two leadres
become sudden good buddies and
start a campfire sing-a-long as night
falls. The JOURNALISTS interview each other. The young BRAVE
keeps telling General Leissimo that
he's so Simon Pure he glows in the
dark, and the . GENERAL just.
laughs. Sometime during the night a
treaty governing spheres ofinfluence
is signed, and everyone leaves the
parley content and feeling ten feet
tall or happily small. ·They would
fight no more forever. -FinisAlas, that is but an unhistoric_al
fiction, but I wonder if there is not
some truth to it. Perhaps Fr. Mulligan does somewhat fancy himself
· as protecting his tribe at Xavier from
the incurstions of the local secular
establishment. Perhaps Leis is the
best man for his job, filling the court
docket,_ prosecuting evildoers and
making things run on time. (They
say Mussolini d\d the same. for .
Italian trains.) Perhaps there will be
no next Tango, and the past Tnago
may truly be out last Tango with
Simon Leis.

Brueggeman reflects on fifty years of Jesuit life
.

.

On Tuesday, September 5, News
Editor Rob Helvaty held an interview wilh Rev. Edward B.
Brueggeman, S.J., former chairman
of Xavier's theology department. Fr.
Brueggeman recently celebrated his
50-year anniversary as aJesuit.
Q. Fr. Brueggeman, you've been a
Jesuit for over 50 years and are now
as active as ever. What led you to
become a Jesuit?
A. When I was in high school at St.
Xavier here in Cincinnati, I was
especially impressed by the Jesuit
scholastics who taught there. They
·were such great scholars and holy
men. But, they were also our friends,
and we just wanted to be like them.
And I was personally attracted to
the type of life they lived.
Q. Jesuits are involved in almost all
walks of life, from circus clowns to ·
doctors and political advisors. Aside
from missionary work, the one area
in which they are most notably in·
volved is teaching. Fr. Brueggeman,
you have degrees in French,
philosophy, _theology and classics,,
and you've taught theology for 20
years at St. Mary of the Lake
Seminary in lllinois and at Xavier
for the last 16 years.However, your
most recognized efforts have ~n in
the area of ecumenism, a movement
that seeks to reverse the splintering
tendency of churches. _How and why
did you · become so involved iq
Ecumenism?
.
·• ·
A. five years after joining the. Jesuits
my Provincial sent me overseas, to
Europe. There; I was intrOdijced to

' 'tiiuil.ar...;......, 14, 1111

·

the movement. After coming to
Xavier I soon got to know Rabbi
Albert Goldman, Rev. LB. Booth
and Dr. Emerson Colaw, who are
also very interested in ecumenism.
And then, there was the ecumenical
decree of Vatican II. It just made
sense to me that we should get to
know one another. This is what I had
in mind when I began Becker
Ecumenical House, and I have just
kept going from there. But it's important to note that. we're not trying
to convert one another but rather to
get to know one another's stance on
religious issues of the day.
Q. What has been the basic reaction
to a Catholic priest taking so much
initiative among Protestant· and

.

Jewish church leaders?
A. The Jewish community is my second religious community in Cincinnati. They've honored me in so many
ways. I've talked at all of their big·
events and have been well accepted.
Q. You are involved in so ·many
various pursuits. Do you still find
time for a life of prayer?
A. I've learned to pray from being so
busy. My ·top· priority is to offer
Mass daily, and I pray while on the
go. It's a simple prayer that I say
perhaps 20 times a day. "Heavenly
Father, let me talk as you would talk;
·let me. thinkyourthoughts;maythey
.
,,
see you m me ...
Q. How do you define being a
Christian?
,
A: It is to mimic Christ, to appear as
He would appear. I ask "What
would He do? How would He do it?''
It is as Emerson wrote: "What you
are speaks so loud. I can not hear
what say." I hope to appear that way
to others.
·
Q. Is there any passage from the
Gospels that is most meaningful to
you?
.
A. Yes. ~·1 am the way, the truth, and·
the life. No one comes to the Father
but through me."
·Q. Whatdoyouseeforthefutureof
the Jesuit order? ·
·
A. We're beginning to pick upon the.
number of vocations. 1· believe·. we
. will have more vocations if we, who
are •Jesuits, live .up· to our callings
.·.· and·always appea_r _as Jesuits. .

.

Q. What advice can you give for any
young man considering a vocation as
a Jesuit?
A. Pray over it. Don't come in
because you think it will be easy, but
because you are anxious to meet a
challenge.
Q. Do you have any encouraging
·words, in general, for the average
young person here a~ Xavier'!
A. Yes, don't be mediocre. Be a little
better than medicicre. Be as honest as
daylight with God, self and fellow
man. Such a person is always happy
and radiates that happiness· to

others.
Work to capacity. Don't worry
about success. God doesn't worry
about results, but .only that we try
our best. Life is so worthwhile. Don't
get caught up in the ephemeral.
Look to the next moment. We often
confuse motion with achievement.
And so, we're always on the go. But,
so is a yo-yo, and they never
canonize any of them.
Q. Any hopes, aspirations -?
A. I hope to hear snme day the only
epitaph worth winning: "Well done,
Ed, good and faithful servant."

Brueggeman leads active life
1973 through 1975 and was awarded
Rev; Edward B. Brueggeman,
S.J., celebrated his fiftieth year as a the Good Neighbor Service Award
Jesuit on September I, 1978. Fr. from the Jewish Community of
Brueggeman has taught theology.af ·America in 1977.
Fr. Brueggeman has been a
Xavier since his arrival here in 1962,
heading the department for seven regular panelist on the weekly television program "Dialogue," which he
years.
Named Xavier's Teacher of the helped to create 12 years ago. This
Year in 1964, 1971 and 1974, program is designed to present comBrueggeman was also honored as an ments on. religious news of the week
Outstanding Educator of American and is aired Sunday at 10:30 a.m. on
Channel 12.
in 1970, 1972 and 1974.
·
Brueggeman's accomplishments
have gone far beyond the Xavier
Fr. Brueggeman gives abo'ut 35
classroom.· He founded Becker
lectures. per year to inEcumenical House here in 1965,
terdenominational clergy
where 28 priests, rabbis and
throughout the Midwest and has.
ministers continue to meet monthly
given over 100 retreats for priest&
. to study ecumenical issues. He has
since his ordination in 1941. He also
also. served as Brotherhood Chairfinds time to make regular visits to
man of the· National Conference of· ·· patients in several Cincinnati area
Christians and Jews for Ohio from
hospitals.
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portant issues that must be dealt
withqut any real emotional drive at
with;.The report ofthe North Cen-.
all, and this resulted in a somewhat
mechanical performance: ,Despite tral 'accredidation, which visited
The Xavier Piano Series opened
its third season Sunday, ·September this problem, .however, Ogdon still Xavier last year was · remanaged 'to master the difficult cently released: The:report cited that ·
10, with British pianist John Ogdon.
Fuga: Allegro rna non . troppo · Xavier's. faculty· and studeins do not
Six more concerts will follow
featuring Raguel Boldorini (Oct.. section of Beethoven's "Sonata in A- use the library as much as they
should ·and. have too heavy
flat Major" quite beautifully; · ·
29), Detlef Kraus (f'lov. 12),
dependence on class textbooks.
Kimberly Schmidt (Dec. 17),
The second half of the program Also;· the report stated ·that the . ·
Marylene Dose (Feb. 25, 1979),
turned out to be quite· a surprise. physical plant. of the library is .not
'Eugene List (March 25) and
Ogdon played Ravel's "Gaspard de conducive to study or research.
L....-_:~:__!~~11;.----....l Diekran Atamian (AprilS)~
Thar she biows
Ia Nuit" with a great deal of
Fortin is planning to respond to
Go Tribe! I and z
The' first half of the Ogdon
sensitivity and intense emotion. His
these criticisms during the time he is
transitions from· loud to soft in this
4-West H. w.w.
concert proved to be ·somewhat
in office;
·
Freshmen, Heward or the Swoopers!!!
disappointing, because of· Ogdon's
piece were very smoothly done.
Larry Flynt and Simon Leis read the X.U. news, do apparent Jack of drive in his music,
Ogdon truly brought the Rav~l piece
you? ·
·
:md the order in which he placed his . to life; it was, iri fact, the most.
To encourage greater use of the
Super Mr. Hooper
selections. The second half,
excellently played selection in the library, a ·special shelf featuring reUnbelievable!!!
however, was much more
entire program.
cent acquisitions has been·ptaced on
Happy D-day Redbird - We love ya.
entertammg and indicative of the
the first floor.ln individual meetings
Prospective D.F.M.'s Tom, Mark, Matty, Matt, John .. pianist's extraordina·ry talent.
.The next performance for the with department chairmen~
Salty, I'm still alive. M BM
series · is on Oct. 29 and features members of the library staff are askB.D. At ion last you know the trials and tribulations or
Ogdon's first two selections, one. Uruguay.an pianist Raquel ing the chairmen to use the library
unrequited love.
Boldoririi. The. program could more and suggesting ways . to. enW.f.M.P.S. Se~qualifications next issue.
by Beethoven. and the other by
certainly usc: much more student courage the students to do so. Ideas·
What happened. Cinn. '-K.D.?
Schubert, were played well and with
support than it is· ~:eceiving now. to improve the study conditions. on
Burt, 403 Husman thanks you For the Tabs.
,a great deaJ of calculation in hand
Students are admitted FREE with the 2nd and 3rd floor and facilitate
Greg is really a pig man. B.T.
.
ffiO~ements, ye~ qgd,on Jacked
their I.D ... cards and the series is well the process of borrowing books; are
Mo, Have you learned how to play tennis yet? If so we .audience appeal_m thiS first half. He
. want a rematch. G.W.B.T.
played the tWO pieCeS effortlessly bUt . ·worth the tim.~. also being discussed. ·
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By JULIE HELMES
Newa Still Writer
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"

ve got Pabst Blue Ribbon on my mind.
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"We're spending a lot of money
acquiring books. In the next· three
. years it's estimated that we'll spend
close to 600,000 dollars through a
combination of the Challenge Grant·
arid the· University budget.. We feel·
very strongly that if the money is
spent well, a much stronger, more intellectually oriented library will he
the result. By i981 we will have
strenths·we don't now.Rather than
saying, "We spent 600,000 dollars,
we will be able to say we have built
the following specific areas::.
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